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proceeding. Please advise me. Thread starter deltatech Start date Jun 26, I have a Jetta TDI
automatic and love it. It just passed 80k. When should I change the timing belt? The book says
k? I'm an experianced aircraft mechanic and plan on doing it myself but I want the best parts kit
with all of the hardware and I hear that there is a timing belt video available. Where do I get
special tools? Tools: We carry the full parts kits and the tool sets, one stop shopping. CGK
Well-known member. It's a pretty straight forward job. Having an engine bridge to raise the
engine makes it a whole lot easier. You can use a floor jack under the oil pan but that can be
risky and certainly is not as stable as the bridge. Props to Jim at dieselgeek. I've used his kits,
tools and short shift kits. Absolutely the best service and parts I have found!! Especially the
water pump extraction kit that is included with the timing belt replacement kit. Best thing in the
world to easily remove your water pump. Good Luck. The third cylinder head lift point is on the
right front, and the lone eyebolt in the 4 X 4 holds it. This may not be apparant in the pictures.
Notice this is for the wider PD heads that have three lift points. I used this on my clutch install,
but I am breaking it out again for my timing belt replacement this weekend. Last edited: Jun 29,
Thanks for the info guys! I thought there was a video available? The engine hoist posted by
PDJetta is a great idea and will be a good first step in this project. It dosn't look as bad as
changing the clutch in my 89 Saturn. Thanks again and please post any other thoughts. Use a
floor jack, it's easier and more convenient. TornadoRed Top Post Dawg. If you replace a little
early, that's okay -- as long as you are installing all the new parts that you get in a deluxe TB kit.
But unless you see or hear something unusual, there shouldn't be a need to do the TB 20k miles
early. It hardly makes sense to buy them, unless they are going to be used several times.
Thanks for the reply TornadoRed. I looked at the belt and it looks fine - no cracking
discoloration or wear. I hear that a common problem is that the water pump siezes and the belt
burns up. I thought it was uncommon for the belt to break on it's own below k miles. This was
my experience this weekend: Yes, next time will be quite a bit faster. Especially figuring out the
tensioner triangular handled little pin and how to insert it into the tensioner and wind up the
tensioner this is not used on the ALH engine. Initally I was also looking at the center of the
tensioner and trying to align up something there to indicate the proper tension this is where the
tension indicator is on the ALH tensioner , and finally I saw the correct window and pointer off
of the tensioner wheel and had a "DUH! I used both the MoGolf writeup and the Bentley
procedure. I totally misunderstood in Bently the item of lining up the camshaft sprocket with its
timing mark on the back belt cover. I initally installed the belt on the cam, two cogs off, and
could not get it to tension because it was out of adjustment on the cam. I thought I was one cog
off. I then re-installed it and it was one cog off I did not know it at the time and everything locked
down properly and was timed properly, but the cam sprocket adjustment was at the end of the
bolt slots. I have no idea why the procedure says to rotate the cam CCW to the left fully in the
adjustment slots. This is what caused my problems, causing me to be 2 teeth off. I then figured
out the perfect way to install it after the tensioner has been properly pined and rotated
clockwise : Lock the crank and cam, make sure the cam sprocket is indexed on its timing mark
on the cover, install the belt on the crank, tensioner and waterpump. Next pull out the cam lock
pin the cam will not move and completely remove the three cam pulley bolts and remove the
pulley off of its hub it will fall right off. Slip the pully into the belt and install it on the cam, belt in
the grooves, with the pulley indexed against its marks on the back cover. Install the cam pulley
bolts finger tight and reinstall the cam lock pin to make shure the cam did not move. You can
not be off any belt teeth on the cam installing the belt this way and you will not have to wrestle
the belt onto any of the pullys. Its so easy! The adjustment will be in the center of the cam bolt
slots. Next tension the tensioner properly and torque its nut and then tighten down the cam
pulley bolts. Rotate the engine 2 times and recheck the timing. Adjust per the procedure if off. I
also discovered what Bently meant by you must only instert the crank lock by rotating the
engine clockwise it does work both ways, but it will be off if rotating CCW. If you pass TDC, do
not try to insert the crank lock while backing up the crankshaft. The timing will be off. If you
engage the lock pin when rotating backwards, the play in the timing belt system will cause the
timing to be off, since the normal engine rotation is CW. After you do it, changing the PD timing
belt is really easy! There is one less sprocket and idler to deal with than on the ALH engine. Do
not fight with it. I just worked around it this time, and after I pulled the water pump, I used the
extra clearance from the WP hole in the block to thread the new belt around the motor mount. I
could not imagine changing the PD timing belt without the special tools. Its great insurance.
Last edited: Jul 10, This sounds like good advice PDJetta. I'm always impressed with people

who understand how things work well enough to be able to think for themselves and deviate
from what the manuals say. Good advice TornadoRed. I have used a dowl rod to listen for and
find the smallest engine noises and that's how I will approach this. Thanks again guys! Keep
any other advice coming! You must log in or register to reply here. This site uses cookies to
help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By
continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. For
the authoritative answer to your question, rather than random opinions that could be incorrect:.
It is most defintely necessary, if not sooner. However, the price quoted seems high. I would go
to an independent garage that knows VWs and ge a quote. If the belt drives the water poumpo it
would also make sense top replace the water pump at that time. What is different from one make
of car to another? Many car makers recommend changing the timing belt at , miles. Of course,
the car dealer would like you to cut every maintenance interval in half. That makes more money
for him sometimes, her. Save muh-lah. Lastly what engine do you have. It makes a large
differnce. The least is the 2. In this case VW recommends changing the replacement belt and
tensioner after , miles. They are better parts that the original ones. You likely can have it done
cheaper by and independent mechanic. Yea, this one is necessary. How many cents per mile do
you pay for fuel? Thank you for your answerâ€¦but the manual, which I in fact did read, states
the timing belt should be only checked, not replaced, at 60k and 90kâ€¦thus my question. Well,
shame on VW for that ridiculous advice. As we know, most car manufacturers are attempting to
portray their vehicles as needing very little maintenance. A timing belt can appear perfectly
normal when checked visually, and can fail shortly thereafter. The VW owners who follow this
advice and then suffer a timing belt failure will likely never buy a VW again. You are correct to
question this information in the VW maintenance schedule. Hopefully, you will heed the advice
of the forum members who advised you to change the belt a. No car ever suffered from being
maintained better than the manufacturer specified. Does your car have the 1. If it does, the
answer is absolutely. What this means is that when the belt snaps the valves and the pistons
crash into each other and the engine gets trashed. How do I know this. Which engine? There
were 4 engines available for 1. They all have slightly different schedules. But, that said, the
engines are all interference engines, and will very likely sustain significant damage if the belt
breaks. And, yes, it is an expensive job. While you are getting the belt replaced, you might want
to consider replacing the water pump. At 90K miles, your are getting close to needing a new
one, and they will have everything disconnected already. Otherwise why check it in the first
place. I mean, you are asking them to look at the belt, and use some judgement in assessing its
condition. They start checking the belt at 60K miles. From one VW enthusiast to another I know
alot about these cars you need to replace the timing belt and water pump you should use a
water pump with metal impellers from aftermarket because the vw oem ones are made out of
cheap plastic and fail early. Try a independent shop for another price quote. Orders ship same
day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout.
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ressors, and other mechanical parts so you can focus on what matters mostâ€”the road ahead.
Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive
replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for
your damaged or aged factory part. Dec 11, Brianna Dahl. Purchased on Nov 28, Mar 30, Timing
kit. You would not believe the quality of this timing belt kit made of quality metal with a great
belt will recommend it to anyone. Timothy Okelley. Purchased on Feb 29, Helpful Automotive
Resources. Timing belt Timing belts fail without warning and on some vehicles, are almost as
hard to check as they are to change. In most cases, your only protection is to change the belt at
the recommended intervals. Timing belt replacement is not a cheap job but it is far less costly
than. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
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